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FILTRATION

CODE MODEL PACKAGE FAMILY
PQ-0602-12 Turbidex 28L B

CODE MODEL FAMILY

AV-3002-22 Clack micro kit 1” - 1 ¼” - 1 ½” B

AV-3402-04 Clack micro kit 2” B

AV-3002-18 Kit extra board 2H and 3H B

VA-3002-12 Shut-off valve 1” - 1 ¼” B

VA-3004-12 Shut-off valve 1 ½” B

VA-3005-12 Shut-off valve 2” B

VA-3010-14 Shut-off valve 3” B

CODE MODEL CONN. LOAD 
TURBIDEX     

(L)

FLOW
 (20m³

/h)

FLOW        
(30m³

/h)

BACK-
WASH 
FLOW
(m3/h)

FAM.

CLACK with electronic timer programmer TX CLACK

FI-1030-01 CLACK-10 1” 28 1 1,5 1,8 B

FI-1030-02 CLACK-13 1” 70 1,7 2,5 3 B

FI-1030-03 CLACK-16 1” 112 2,6 3,9 4,6 B

FI-1030-13 CLACK-18 1 1/4” 168 3,6 5,4 6,4 B

FI-1030-04 CLACK-21 1 1/2” 196 4,7 7,1 8,3 B

FI-1030-05 CLACK-24 1 1/2” 308 6,1 9 10,6 B

FI-1030-06 CLACK-30 2” 448 9,3 13,9 16,3 B

FI-1030-22 CLACK2H - 36 2” 644 13,5 20 23,7 B

FI-1030-24 CLACK2H - 42 2” 812 18,3 27 28,5 B

FI-1030-27 CLACK3H - 48 3” 1036 23,5 35 42 B

TURBIDEX FILTERS 
The system is in service until the default date and time for washing, 
whether or not the water flow capacity has been filtered. 

During the washing the supply of water not filtered is not interrupted 
(shut-off valve option)

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

 • Clack Valvule with chronometric electronic programmer

 • Working pressure: 2.5 to 6 Bar

 • Max. temperature: 40°C

 • Electrical supply: 220v - 12v 50Hz o 60Hz 

Recommendations for Start-up: carry out 3-4 backwashes before 
starting the actual service.

CODE DIMENSIONS (mm)

Db Hb Hv Ht

FI-1030-01 257 986 187 1083

FI-1030-02 336 1393 187 1580

FI-1030-03 413 1671 187 1858

FI-1030-13 486 1722 187 1909

FI-1030-04 550 1721 191 1912

FI-1030-05 626 1915 191 2106

FI-1030-06 780 2140 216 2356

FI-1030-22 938 - - 2647

FI-1030-24 1089 - 2360 2860

FI-1030-27 1233 - 2360 2938

FT-EN-FILTROS TURBIDEX-FI-1030-XX-PS21V01

Filtration of suspended solids by Turbidex® load for protection of 
installations and equipment in collective and industrial uses with low 
and medium flow.

Turbidex® is a natural filtration material composed of an aluminium 
silicate mineral of high surface allowing filtration up to 5 micron. The 
irregular surface and high porosity of Turbidex, make it the perfect filter 
medium for the removal of suspended solids.

If viewed by a scanning electron microscope, the grains reveal an 
angular shape, a rough surface and empty micropores as small as 3 
microns. This creates a surface area 100 times larger than traditional 
silica sand. The angularity of the granules and the internal spaces of 
the micropores allow the effective reduction of dirt, slime and organic 
matter in suspension of the raw water.

The hydrolytic nature and structure of the Turbidex® causes a lower 
pressure drop in the filter, allowing the suspended solids to penetrate 
deeper into the filter bed and accumulate a higher sediment load, 
reducing the preferential path problems associated with the sand filters 
and increasing the time between washes. This ideal combination of 
particle, shape, texture and porosity makes it the best choice where 
filtered water quality is important.

ADVANTAGES:

• High filtration efficiency: with filtration efficiency in the range of 3 to 5 microns, it improves the cost savings of all 
downstream equipment, lengthening cartridge change time, cleaning the osmosis membrane, etc.

• Water saving: Turbidex®’s load capacity is up to 1.5 times greater than a multimedia filter and up to 2.8 times 
greater than sand filters. At long-term this results in less frequent washes and significant water saving. Up to 50% 
water can be extended in the backwash, as it is cleaned faster than a conventional sand filter.

• Higher flow speed: With nominal service flow rates of up to 35 m3 / m2 / h in pressure filters, Turbidex allows  
significant savings in initial equipment costs compared to traditional flint or anthracite means. Also, used as 
replacement in a filter with traditional means, it will allow a greater capacity of flow with better results.

• Light filter mean: Weighing 50-70% less than traditional media, using Turbidex® will translate into substantial weight 
savings for the same load volume. It also makes washing easier than with traditional flint, expanding more easily and 
facilitating washing. It requires the same volume of material to change one sand to Turbidex®.

• Higher water clarity: To reduce turbidity, traditional flint media have mechanisms that rely on mechanical stress 
to remove suspended solids. Turbidex in addition to mechanical filtration, uses ion exchange, sedimentation and 
flocculation to produce crystalline water of up to <1 NTU turbidity, depending on speeds.

TURBIDEX MULTIMEDIA SILICA

PRESSURED FILTERS (m³/h) 25-48 15-25 8-12

GRAVITY FILTERS (m³/h) 10-12 8-9 4-7

MICRONS 3 - 5 µ 12 - 15 µ 25 - 30 µ

LOAD CAPACITY 2,8 X 1,5 X X
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